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Transatlantic Ferry Documentation
The Atlantic Ferry Organization (ATFERO) – and in turn RAF Ferry Command and No. 45 (Air Ferry) 

Group, RAF Transport Command – issued a variety of documentation for aircrew involved in ferrying 
aircraft from Dorval and collection points in the United States to overseas locations, including the Unit-
ed Kingdom, North Africa, the Middle East and beyond.

The documents are now in the care of the Directorate of History and Heritage (DHH) in Ottawa, 
Canada, and may be viewed by researchers. The so-called Series III cards include background details for 
each aircrew member, their previous flying experience if a pilot, their Ferry Command category (such as 
pilot, navigator and radio operator), a listing of all flights with dates, aircraft serial numbers and types 
(for both delivery and return flights), the mode and date of return to Dorval if not by air, and, if still 
attached to the card, a passport-style photograph. The less numerous Series I cards contain a summary 
of the flights made by each aircrew member with departure date and type information. Neither series 
is complete.

Series II ‘Personal’ card 
for American civilian 
pilot Steuart Adgate Reiss 
of Arlington, Virginia. Reiss 
joined ATEFRO in August 
1941 with a US Transport 
License and 6,236 flying 
hours. (DHH)

The two references to Russia relate to Russian Navy-bound Naval 
Aircraft Factory PBN-1 Nomads, the NAF-built version of the 
Catalina. Reiss delivered the first, BuNo 02828, via Gander as far 
as Reykjavik, and the second, BuNo 02892, via the South Atlantic 
route as far as Cairo. (DHH)

Steuart Reiss’s trips listing (Series I: Crew Member Card) in-
cludes three Fortress IIAs from Dorval to Prestwick via Gander, 
in sequence: FL456, FL455 and FK198. His last delivery before 
he became an instructor in the United Kingdom was Fortress III 
KJ118.
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Aircrew cards are filed alphabetically and, since there is no aircraft serial/aircrew cross-reference, it is 
necessary to review the approximately 9,400 Series III cards to confirm which crew members delivered a 
particular aircraft. A colleague took on this momentous task to confirm as many Fortress delivery dates 
and ferry flight captain names as could be found.

While browsing a file marked ‘Misc.’, the colleague found a handful of documents: individual air-
craft cards for seven Douglas Dakotas and a single Fortress IIA, FK185. A subsequent search by DHH 
failed to uncover additional cards and it is assumed that, with the eight noted exceptions, any others 
were at some point destroyed. According to DHH staff, cards in their care originally came from what 
was the Public Records Office at Kew. 

This sample Crew Member/
Aircraft Types card (Series 

III) includes the ferry flight 
of Fortress IIA FK198 to 

Prestwick (UK) on October 
29, 1942. Following the 

delivery, Reiss returned to 
Dorval, Montreal (M) as 

a passenger (PASS) on Liber-
ator II AL627 of the Return 
Ferry Service. Six days later 
he took a train to Elizabeth 
City (EC), North Carolina, 

departing five days later 
to deliver PBY-5B FP271 

to the United Kingdom via 
Bermuda (B). (DHH)

Steuart Adgate Reiss was 
a highly experienced civilian 
pilot from Washington, DC. 

(DHH)

One of three Identification and Competency Certificates issued to former 206 Sqn Fortress pilot Sqn Ldr Richard C Patrick during his 
tenure with 45 Group, Transport Command at Dorval. The types Patrick was competent to fly are listed on the back of the certificate. 
Ferry Command was folded into the new Transport Command on March 25, 1943, being reduced to Group status as 45 Group. 
(Courtesy Charlotte Harrison, daughter of Sqn Ldr Richard C Patrick)
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RAF Ferry Command movement card for Fortress IIA FK185. The aircraft arrived at Dorval from Wayne County Airport, Detroit, on March 24, 1942, and remained 
at Dorval for almost one month before departing for Gander on April 21. It left Gander on April 23, arriving at Prestwick the following morning. The ferry captain 
was RAFFC staff pilot Sqn Ldr Donald Garth Ross while the second pilot was American civilian George Insley Bliss. Other crew members included navigator Sgt 
Sydney Cowans, radio operator Francis I Arnaud and flight engineer John R Sarsfield – Wissman’s role is unknown. Three passengers were dropped off at Gander 
while a further two, including a Lieutenant Colonel Ellis of the USAAF, travelled on to Prestwick. (DHH)


